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On the practice of ignoring center-patient
interactions in evaluating hospital
performance
Machteld Varewyck,a*† Stijn Vansteelandt,a Marie Erikssonb

and Els Goetghebeura

We evaluate the performance of medical centers based on a continuous or binary patient outcome (e.g., 30-day
mortality). Common practice adjusts for differences in patient mix through outcome regression models, which
include patient-specific baseline covariates (e.g., age and disease stage) besides center effects. Because a large
number of centers may need to be evaluated, the typical model postulates that the effect of a center on outcome
is constant over patient characteristics. This may be violated, for example, when some centers are specialized in
children or geriatric patients. Including interactions between certain patient characteristics and the many fixed
center effects in the model increases the risk for overfitting, however, and could imply a loss of power for detecting
centers with deviating mortality. Therefore, we assess how the common practice of ignoring such interactions
impacts the bias and precision of directly and indirectly standardized risks. The reassuring conclusion is that the
common practice of working with the main effects of a center has minor impact on hospital evaluation, unless
some centers actually perform substantially better on a specific group of patients and there is strong confounding
through the corresponding patient characteristic. The bias is then driven by an interplay of the relative center
size, the overlap between covariate distributions, and the magnitude of the interaction effect. Interestingly, the
bias on indirectly standardized risks is smaller than on directly standardized risks. We illustrate our findings
by simulation and in an analysis of 30-day mortality on Riksstroke. © 2015 The Authors. Statistics in Medicine
published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd.

Keywords: causal effects; direct and indirect standardization; Firth correction; misspecified model; quality
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1. Introduction

Many continuing efforts are made to improve the accuracy of hospital quality of care assessments [1, 2].
They are motivated by the major impact of performance evaluations not only on the improvement of care
but also on the patient’s choice of hospital, or financial pay-per-performance incentives, for example. Key
aspects of the quality of hospital performance are commonly evaluated through a binary or continuous
outcome quality indicator via direct or indirect standardization [3, 4]. Direct standardization aims to
assess for each center how the entire study population would have fared under its current level of care.
Indirect standardization contrasts the quality outcome in each center with what is expected should their
patients choose randomly over the level of care across all centers. Because the choice of standardization
technique depends on the research question, we will report results for both techniques. Traditionally,
indirect standardization is used, and this is most relevant to judge center performance when the center’s
own population does not substantially change over time. Should centers vary in approach and one wishes
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to choose one approach for implementation across all centers, then direct standardization delivers the
most relevant impact measure.

In general, standardized risks are obtained via outcome regression models that adjust for confounding
of the center-outcome effect [5, 6]. Adjustment for differential patient mix is necessary, because centers
treating for instance older patients will show a higher mortality risk irrespective of their actual treatment
quality. Interactions between center and patient characteristics are rarely modelled, however. This is due
to the curse of dimensionality, which may already show up in the main effects model. One may hit low
information content to estimate the main effects of many centers, resulting in large finite sample bias. For
this reason, we have chosen to use Firth-corrected fixed effects regression instead of standard fixed effects
regression [7]. This method is preferred over standard random effects regression, which may unduly
shrink center effects toward the overall mean [1], thereby masking outlying performance especially of
the smallest centers [7].

In practice, center effects may interact with patient characteristics when some centers perform particu-
larly well on a specific subgroup of patients [2,8,9]. In [10] for instance, differences in estimated 30-day
mortality risk between hospitals were relatively small for patients with low illness severity but variation
increased for patients with increasing illness severity. This may indicate that high-risk patients receive
more specialized care at some hospitals. Similarly in [1], the variation in hospital effect was substantial
and depended on patient baseline severity. In a next step, it is important to know which hospitals and
why they show interactions. Evidence suggested that effect differences were sometimes associated with
hospital size, urbanicity, and academic affiliation, as medium-sized hospitals had slightly weaker effects
of baseline severity on the outcome than large hospitals.

In this article, we will therefore study to what extent bias may enter each of the standardized risks when
modeling constant center effects across patient profiles while interactions between center and patient
characteristics are present. This may justify the common practice of ignoring center-patient interactions,
especially in situations where it is simply prohibitive to allow for effect modification because sufficient
information is lacking in small centers, for example. In [11], fitting problems are overcome by modeling
interactions between patient characteristics and hospital type (teaching status, location), but this limits
evaluations to hospital groups rather than individual hospitals.

2. Setting

Throughout the paper, C will denote a random variable indicating in which center the patient was actually
treated (C = 1,… ,m) and 𝐋 denotes the vector of patient-specific baseline characteristics such as gender,
age, and initial disease status. We focus on the following data-generating outcome regression model:

E(Y|𝐋,C) = g

(
m∑

c=1

I(C = c)(𝐋′𝜷c + 𝜓c)

)
, (1)

which allows center effects to depend on 𝐋. So, the expected outcome in center c is parameterized by 𝜓c
for a patient with the reference profile (𝐋 = 𝟎) and by 𝜓c + 𝐥′0𝜷c for a patient with 𝐋 = 𝐥0 profile. Here,
g(⋅) is a known link function, for example, the logistic link.

2.1. Nature of interactions

In the outcome regression model (1), interactions between center and patient-specific characteristics may
arise in different ways. We are interested in the case where some centers perform structurally better on
a specific subgroup. For example, the difference in care between hospitals is not constant among age
groups when younger patients acquire very similar care in each center while older patients receive much
better care in some centers compared with others, perhaps because of special equipment or experience
of the hospital staff with geriatric patients.

In the absence of such structural interactions, center-patient interactions could still occur due to the
scale of the fitted model. While center effects may not interact with patient characteristics on the scale of
the linear predictor in a logistic regression model, an interaction may be needed if an additive linear model
is used instead [12]. Interactions may also manifest themselves as a result of unmeasured confounding,
for example, due to unknown environmental factors. For example, pollution may increase mortality risk
in some regions. If the performance of each center is constant over age but the pollution especially affects
older patients, then it will induce poorer center effects for older patients in polluted regions. Unmeasured
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confounders may thus introduce or hide interactions between center and measured confounders [13].
Throughout, we will exclude this possibility as we will assume that there are no unmeasured confounders,
that is

Y(c) ⟂⟂ C|𝐋 for all c, (2)

where Y(c) indicates the potential outcome for a given patient if he/she were treated at the care level of
center c [14].

2.2. Direct and indirect standardization

We will assess the impact on the directly and indirectly standardized risk when interactions between
center and patient characteristics are ignored.

Direct standardization aims to infer the potential full population risk for each center c: the risk that
would be realized if all patients under study were to experience the care level of that given center c, irre-
spective of where they were actually treated. We denote this by E{Y(c)}. Under the outcome regression
model in (1) and assuming (2), this can be estimated by

1
n

n∑
i=1

g
(
𝐋′

i �̂�c + �̂�c

)
, (3)

for a study population of size n, where �̂�c and �̂�c are Firth penalized-likelihood estimators [15]. We can
then make pairwise comparisons between the directly standardized risk of different centers or with the
overall mortality risk E(Y) estimated by

1
n

n∑
i=1

Yi. (4)

In contrast, indirect standardization focuses on what a center achieves for its own patient mix. In
general, a risk ratio or risk difference is measured between the observed and expected (e.g., averaged
over all care levels) risk in each center [16]. For instance, the excess risk takes the difference between
the center’s observed risk and the expected risk if its patients were randomly assigned to the care level
across the observed distribution of centers, that is

Excess risk = E{Y(c)|C = c} − 1
m

m∑
c∗=1

E{Y(c∗)|C = c}. (5)

Here, the observed risk in center c,E{Y(c)|C = c} is estimated by∑n
i=1 YiI(Ci = c)∑n

i=1 I(Ci = c)
. (6)

Under the outcome regression model in (1) and assuming (2), the expected risk under the average care
level for patients of center c is estimated as follows:∑n

i=1 m−1 ∑m
c∗=1 g

(
𝐋′

i �̂�c∗ + �̂�c∗
)

I(Ci = c)∑n
i=1 I(Ci = c)

. (7)

2.3. Ignoring interactions

In the succeeding paragraphs, we will evaluate the bias on estimators (3) and (7) when the working
outcome model involves a common center effect 𝛾c over all patient profiles instead of covariate-specific
center effects:

E(Y|𝐋,C) = g

(
𝐋′𝜷 +

m∑
c=1

I(C = c)𝛾c

)
. (8)

Here, the effect of center c on patient’s outcome is expressed by the parameter 𝛾c, which is now assumed
to be the same for each given patient profile.
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3. Asymptotic bias calculation

We calculate the asymptotic bias on the directly and indirectly standardized risk when imposing a constant
center effect among patients instead of allowing for center-patient interactions in (3) and (5). The average
of the observed risks in center c is not model-based when estimated by (6) and therefore unbiased. So,
we will calculate the bias on the indirectly standardized risk for center c through the bias on the expected
risk when care levels are averaged over all centers, m−1 ∑

c∗ E{Y(c∗)|C = c}. For simplicity, we focus
first on linear regression models including m centers and one patient characteristic L. We fix the number
of centers m in our asymptotic calculations, because we focus on the evaluation of centers in a setting
where m is relatively fixed (e.g., Riksstroke), but patients come and go. In the Supporting Information,
we provide details on the calculations, which are based on a similar principle as in [17].

The asymptotic bias on the directly standardized risk in center c is given by the following:

{E(L|C = c) − E(L)}

[
𝛽c −

m∑
j=1

P(C = j)Var(L|C = j)
E{Var(L|C)}

𝛽j

]
. (9)

For the asymptotic bias on the excess risk for center c we obtain

m−1
m∑

c∗=1

{E(L|C = c∗) − E(L|C = c)}

[
𝛽c∗ −

m∑
j=1

P(C = j)Var(L|C = j)
E{Var(L|C)}

𝛽j

]
. (10)

The first factor in these expressions refers to the difference in patient mix between centers, while the
second factor contrasts a center-specific L-effect with a weighted average of interaction effects.

Starting with the first factor, it is obvious that for both standardized risks, the bias is zero when all
centers have exactly the same L-distribution, so in particular, when L is no confounder of the center-
outcome effect; in fact, it suffices that the mean of L is equal in all centers. If not, strong confounding by L
implies a small overlap in patient mix between centers or a large ‘extrapolation distance’ of results from
one center to the other, and thus may lead to large bias. The bias increases for a larger deviation of the
mean of L in center c from either the mean in the overall population for direct standardization (9) or the
mean in any other center for indirect standardization (10). This difference between both standardization
techniques can be explained by different extrapolation and is illustrated in Figure 1 for two centers. Direct
standardization extrapolates the estimated performance at center c to the whole population under study,
while for indirect standardization, the performance of any other center is extrapolated to the patients in
center c.

It is clear that the second factor, and thus the bias, is zero when there are no center-patient interactions
because then 𝛽1 = … = 𝛽m. We recognize the same weighted sum of interaction effects for both stan-
dardization techniques. For a center j, the weight P(C = j)Var(L|C = j)E{Var(L|C)}−1 corresponds to

Figure 1. Extrapolation in the directly and indirectly standardized risk considering two centers (small or large
center size). The 30-day mortality risk is estimated by a model with or without interaction between center and

patient’s age.
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the relative spread of the patient-mix in that center compared with the other centers, where a larger cen-
ter size or larger variance of the center-specific L-distribution will result in a larger weight. The weighted
sums are then respectively compared with the interaction effect in center c for direct standardization or the
interaction effect in any other center than c for indirect standardization. However, in both cases, stronger
interactions will result in larger bias.

To obtain more insight in the difference between the bias for direct and indirect standardization, we
consider m = 2 centers, now coded as c = 0 and c = 1. Then, the bias on the directly standardized risk
for center c (9) simplifies to

{E(L|C = c) − E(L)} (𝛽c − 𝛽1−c)P(C = 1 − c) Var(L|C = 1 − c) E{Var(L|C)}−1, (11)

and for indirect standardization (10) to

1
2
{E(L|C = 1 − c) − E(L|C = c)} (𝛽1−c − 𝛽c)P(C = c) Var(L|C = c) E{Var(L|C)}−1. (12)

For both standardizations, we again recognize how the difference in average covariate levels and the
magnitude of the interaction effect influence the bias. However, they differ in how the center size and the
variance of the center-specific L-distribution affect the bias.

Interestingly, for the directly standardized risk, the bias will be larger for relatively small centers, while
for the indirectly standardized risk, the bias will be larger for relatively large centers. The different impact
of center size for direct and indirect standardization is due to the different extrapolation. The largest
center contributes most in estimating the working model parameters, resulting in a smaller bias on the
regression line for the largest center (Figure 2, middle panel). Indeed, in Figure 1, the working model
does not fit well for the smallest center especially for large values of L (e.g., age) resulting in large bias
for the directly standardized risk for that center. For the large center on the other hand, we see little bias
on the directly standardized risk. In contrast, for indirect standardization in Figure 1, the smallest center
extrapolates to a region where we have good fit, resulting in small bias, while it is the other way around for
the large center. For the small center, the expected risk under its own care level is approximately correct
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Figure 2. Regression line for the data-generating model (1) and for the working model (8) both with linear link
function, considering two centers (center 0 at the bottom and center 1 on top) and a scalar L.
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anyway, and the risk for these patients under the care level of the other center is only slightly biased. So,
the expected risk (7) for this center also has a small bias as we average the expected risks for that center’s
patients over all observed care levels.

The impact of the variance of the center-specific L-distribution is best understood when looking at
two centers in (11) and (12). First, the larger the variance in a center’s patient mix is, the greater this
center’s influence on the estimates of the working model parameters. Second, when for a given center the
patient mix has large variance, the performance of the other center will be extrapolated to more extreme
values of L for which there may be no good fit (Figure 2, left or right panel). Then, due to different
extrapolation, the bias on the directly standardized risk for a given center increases with smaller variance
in its patient distribution compared with other centers, while for indirect standardization the opposite
is true.

In general, the bias on the indirectly standardized risk will be smaller than on the directly standardized
risk, and this difference will be more apparent when there are many centers. This is because for indirect
standardization, we take an average over all centers in (10), canceling out positive and negative values,
but not for direct standardization in (9).

In summary, when ignoring interactions between center and a patient covariate L, we only expect
large bias in the presence of large interaction effects and large differences in the center-specific mean
of L across centers for both standardization techniques. Moreover, for direct standardization, the bias is
expected to be the largest for the smallest centers and centers with small variance of the center-specific
L-distribution. For indirect standardization, the bias is expected to be the largest for the largest centers
and centers with large variance of the center-specific L-distribution.

In the Supporting Information, we investigate whether bias can be reduced by using model-based
estimators for E(Y) and E{Y(c)|C = c}. We find that in comparisons with the directly standardized
risk E{Y(c)}, it is not always beneficial to use the model-based overall mortality. Bias on the indirectly
standardized risk will never be reduced by using the model-based estimator for E{Y(c)|C = c}.

4. Simulation study

We perform a simulation study to assess the impact of ignoring interactions in logistic regression models.
Besides studying the bias, we also examine efficiency in terms of the mean squared error (MSE) on the
standardized risk of interest.

We simulate S = 500 datasets with n = 10 000 patients distributed over m = 50 centers and including
a scalar patient-specific covariate L. We first generate the patient characteristic, for example, scaled age,
following a standard normal N(0, 1) or right-skewed Beta(1,6) distribution and assign each patient to a
specific center c, following the propensity score model

P(C = c|L) = exp
(
𝛼0c + 𝛼1cL

)∑m
j=1 exp

(
𝛼0j + 𝛼1jL

) , (13)

where 𝛼0c determines the relative center size. Differences in patient mix are large when we impose
strongly varying values of 𝛼1c among centers. For this study population, we generate a binary outcome Y ,
for example, 30-day mortality, following a logistic outcome regression model as in (1) with the logistic
link function. In the Supporting Information, we plot the mortality risk in function of L for each center
to illustrate the magnitude of the interaction effect. There, we also describe the center-specific distribu-
tion of the marginally normal standardized or beta distributed covariate L with small or large differences
across centers for one simulated dataset.

Bias and precision for the standardized risks are estimated for a working model, which includes interac-
tions between L and C or not. Model parameters are estimated using Firth-corrected maximum likelihood
methods. For convenience, we denote the directly or indirectly standardized risk for center c based on
the data-generating model by fc, based on the fitted working model in simulation run s = 1,… , S by
f̂ s
c , and the average of the latter over all simulation runs by f̂c. The center-specific bias on the directly or

indirectly standardized risk for center c is then estimated by

S−1
S∑

s=1

(
f̂ s
c − fc

)
= f̂c − fc. (14)
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To prevent that positive bias in some centers is canceled out by negative bias in other centers, we square
these center-specific biases before taking the average over all centers. Then, the overall bias is defined
as follows: √√√√m−1

m∑
c=1

(
f̂c − fc

)2 − S−1V̂ar
(
f̂ s
c

)
, (15)

which includes a penalty because the average of the estimated squared bias is partly influenced by
the imprecision of the estimates. Here, V̂ar

(
f̂ s
c

)
denotes the estimated variance of the center-specific

standardized risk over all simulation runs. The square root of the overall mean squared error is
estimated by √√√√m−1

m∑
c=1

S−1

S∑
s=1

(
f̂ s
c − fc

)2
. (16)

Finally, we measure the variability in patient mix across centers by the variance of the random intercepts
in a random intercept model for L conditional on center.

For normally distributed L, the simulation results are similar to the earlier theoretical findings in
Section 3 (Figure 3(a)). That is, when there is little confounding by L, the models with and without inter-
actions give comparable standardized risks. However, when patient mix differs much across centers, the
overall bias and root mean squared error for the directly standardized risk E{Y(c)} are large. For indirect
standardization, the overall bias is not as large as for direct standardization, as explained earlier, and the
MSE seems insensitive in excluding the interactions. Here, the variance has by far the largest contribution
in the MSE, so apparently, precision on the indirectly standardized risk barely changes when ignoring
the center-patient interactions. The overall bias following the model with interactions is sometimes larger
than without interactions, which may be due to small sample bias or overfitting problems.

In the Supporting Information, we show results for one simulated dataset and indeed detect most bias
when there are large differences in patient mix. For directly standardized risks, the smallest centers suf-
fer most from bias when ignoring center-patient interactions, while for indirectly standardized risks,
the largest centers may still suffer substantial bias. It can also be seen that the direction of this bias is
not necessarily so that it shrinks the estimated outcome more toward the overall mean or zero, which
would mask centers from being detected as having outlying performance. In practice, we thus do not
know a priori whether the center’s performance is overestimated or underestimated because of ignoring
the interactions.

Surprisingly, for beta distributed L in Figure 3(b), we see less bias for the model without interactions
than with interactions for indirect standardization. It is also remarkable that for direct standardization
and large variability in patient mix, the MSE is larger for the model with interactions than for the model
without interactions. Both these findings are due to fitting problems when modeling interactions with
beta distributed L.

5. Data analysis: Riksstroke, the Swedish national quality register for stroke care

Riksstroke (http://www.riksstroke.org/eng) is a national quality register for acute stroke, collecting data
from all 90 Swedish hospitals. The register contains 249 414 adult patients (⩾18 years) with first regis-
tered stroke between 2001 and 2012. We consider patients diagnosed with ischemic stroke (ICD-10 I63),
intracerebral hemorrhage (ICD-10 I61), or unspecified acute cerebrovascular event (ICD-10 I64). Cen-
ters are compared in terms of directly or indirectly standardized 30-day mortality risks that correct for
the patients’ sex, age, level of consciousness at arrival (alert, drowsy, or unconscious), which is a proxy
for baseline severity, and time to hospital (hours between stroke and arrival at hospital). The latter could
be an important predictor because brain tissue is rapidly lost as stroke progresses, and the sooner treat-
ment (e.g., thrombolysis) is initiated, the larger the probability of a favorable outcome [18]. The observed
time to hospital was more than 24 h for several patients, which are thought to be mistakes in the registra-
tion and therefore truncated at 24 h. Interactions with patient’s age may arise when some centers make
special efforts for the revalidation of older patients. Differences in center performance may also differ
across groups of time until hospital arrival depending on differences in prenotification systems [19] and
time from arrival to thrombolysis treatment. Riksstroke typically reports directly standardized risks as
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Figure 3. Estimated bias and precision for direct and indirect standardization are based on S = 500 simulations.
Black dots are used for direct standardization and gray triangles for indirect, full lines are used for models without
interactions and dotted lines for models with interactions. (a) Standard normal distribution for L and (b) Beta

distribution for L.

one aims to compare intrinsic qualities of the centers. Here, we will estimate directly and indirectly stan-
dardized risks as we aim to provide insight in the bias in the setting studied here, where each of both
standardization techniques could be of interest, depending on the research question posed.

There are 2 852 records with missing consciousness level and 148 910 with missing time to hospital.
We discuss the results of two different approaches to handle these missing data: (1) We assume that the
data are missing completely at random and perform a complete case analysis. To prevent quasi-complete
separation, we also exclude the two smallest centers (center size 5 and 22) with respectively 0 and 1 death
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within 30 days after admission. This resulted in a reduction of the dataset to 100 207 records, and overall
30-day mortality risk decreased from 13.13% to 12.48%. (2) We assume that the data are missing at
random and perform five imputations of the missing data using the R-package Multivariate Imputation
by Chained Equations (MICE) [20]. A description of the predictors that were used for the imputation
models is given in the Supporting Information. As we need to allow for interactions with center in the
outcome model, we fit separate imputation models per center, with center sizes ranging from 56 to 11 669
(Median 2324). No outcome values were missing.

Standardized outcomes were based on a Firth-corrected fixed effects model, with or without interac-
tions between center and time to hospital or age. To suggest a functional form for time to hospital in the
outcome regression model while accounting for the other prognostic factors, we categorized time follow-
ing its 10% quantiles in the model without interactions. We found a good fit for a loglinear effect of time,
and similarly for a linear and quadratic age effect. We found that for longer time to hospital, the 30-day
mortality risk decreased for alert patients, while for drowsy or unconscious patients, the risk increased
(Figure in Supporting Information). Therefore, we will allow for an interaction between time to hospital
and consciousness level in all fitted outcome models. The decreased risk for alert patients may be due
to different baseline severity within this group of patients: Patients with a less severe stroke have lower
mortality risk but it also takes longer to recognize the symptoms and reach the hospital, while patients
with obvious symptoms arrive earlier but also have a higher mortality risk. For drowsy or unconscious
patients, the symptoms are more apparent, and patients who arrive early will have a lower mortality risk
than those who arrive late.

In summary, we fit three models; the first includes the center where the patient was treated, patients’
sex, age and quadratic age, level of consciousness and log transformed time to hospital as main effects,
and an interaction between consciousness and time to hospital. The other two models additionally allow
the center effect to depend on the linear effect of age or the loglinear effect of time to hospital.
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Figure 4. Center-specific values for the patient’s age and time to hospital (hours) for one imputed dataset. Bubble
size is proportional to center size. Center 47 and 54 have more than 1% difference in its estimated potential full

population risk when ignoring interactions with time to hospital (MI).
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An overall Wald test for interactions with center was obtained for age (p-value 0.009 for CC and
< 0.001 for MI) and for time to hospital (p-value< 0.001 for complete cases (CC) and multiple imputed
data (MI)). We will now investigate how the standardized risks differ when based on a model with or
without interactions between center and patient’s age or time to hospital. Results are based on the CC or
the MI, where for the latter, we report results averaged over five imputed datasets unless otherwise stated.

We see substantial differences in patient mix across centers coming from time to hospital (Figure 4 for
MI, Figure for CC in Supporting Information), and only minor differences are seen for age. We measure
the variability in patient mix across centers as before, that is, by the variance on the random intercepts in
a random intercept model for L conditional on center, and averaged over the imputed datasets, we obtain
0.022 (CC) or 0.024 (MI) for standardized log time to hospital compared with 0.017 (CC) or 0.013 (MI)
for standardized age. So from previous theoretical findings, we know that the model ignoring interactions
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Figure 5. The directly or indirectly standardized risk per center, with or without interactions between center and
patient’s age or time to hospital (grey without and black with interactions), in function of the standard deviation of
the center-specific distribution of patient’s age or time to hospital for multiple imputation analysis. Bubble size is
proportional to center size and ellipses indicate centers with more than 1% difference in estimated mortality risk.

Table I. The difference in estimated standardized risk between the model with and without interactions
between center and patient’s age or time to hospital, based on complete cases (CC) or multiple imputed
data (MI). We report the maximum difference, the average difference (square root of the average of squared
differences), and the number of centers for which the difference in standardized risk exceeds 1%.

No. centers with
Max. difference (%) Average difference (%) difference > 1%

CC MI CC MI CC MI

Direct stand. Age 1.31 0.63 0.26 0.14 1 0
Time to hospital 1.33 2.83 0.28 0.35 2 2

Indirect stand. Age 0.22 0.24 0.05 0.04 0 0
Time to hospital 0.37 0.12 0.09 0.03 0 0
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with time to hospital rather than age may induce larger bias on the standardized risks, although the bias
will be minor for both (Figure 3(a)).

In general, we see negligible differences in standardized risk when based on a model without or with
interactions between center and either age or time to hospital (Figure 5 for MI, Figure for CC in Support-
ing Information). However, for the direct standardization, we found two (CC) or two (MI) centers with a
difference of more than 1% in risk when ignoring interactions with time to hospital and one (CC) center
when ignoring interactions with age. As expected, these differences are larger for direct compared with
indirect standardization (Table I). In addition, these differences are larger for time to hospital than for
age. So, although for some centers we found a strong interaction with age, the standardized risks were
found to be more robust because the age distribution does not differ much across centers.

6. Discussion

We found that if some centers actually perform better on a specific group of patients compared with other
centers, then ignoring this in the analysis may bias the directly and indirectly standardized risks when the
corresponding patient characteristic is very differently distributed between centers, but bias is negligible
otherwise. We therefore advise special attention to interactions with covariates whose distribution differs
substantially across centers. When there is no large variability in patient mix, then the common practice
of ignoring center-patient interactions does not severely impact standardized mortality risks. In general,
we notice larger bias for directly standardized compared with indirectly standardized risks. However, for
directly standardized risks, the largest bias is seen for centers with the smallest proportion of registered
patients as opposed to the larger centers for indirectly standardized risks. In our study, we found the
same trends for the overall root mean squared error. Of course the interaction effect will need to claim
its role when interest lies in prediction of the mortality risk for a specific subgroup rather than directly or
indirectly standardized risks.

To detect centers with low or high mortality risks, we have applied a similar center classification tech-
nique as in [7] on the simulated data (Supporting Information). A center is classified as low/high risk if
the data provide sufficient evidence that the standardized risk exceeds a clinical benchmark, for exam-
ple, relative to the population average risk E(Y). We found that ignoring center-patient interactions has
similar impact on correct center classification as on the bias: the largest differences are seen for direct
standardization and large differences in case mix across centers (Supporting Information). Surprisingly,
the power to detect outlying performance is not always decreased by mistakenly ignoring the interac-
tions, but then we see more centers wrongly classified as having outlying performance. Reassuringly,
in general, the percentage of correct center classification is very similar for the model with and without
interactions and this is both for direct and indirect standardization.

We expect that the impact of center-patient interactions on the standardized risk depends on the con-
sidered disease. For example, for a register on a non-acute surgical procedure, we may expect a large
impact. First, patient mix may differ substantially across hospitals when patients can choose the hospital
where they are treated. Moreover, treatment and thus the patient’s mortality risk is partly based on the sur-
geons’ decisions and experience, which makes it more subject to effect modification, for example, when
some hospitals are less experienced with a specific surgery. On the other hand, for a register on acute
stroke, patients are mostly treated at the nearest hospital so there is less confounding. Furthermore, well-
defined treatment guidelines for this disease result in the same procedure given in each clinical center,
thus we expect the difference in mortality risk between, for example, old and young patients to be similar
across centers.

In practice, it is not always possible to estimate all interaction parameters, especially when the number
of patient characteristics is large. One option is to use prior knowledge on hospital specialization and
reduce the factors for which interactions may be considered. In addition or alternatively a summary
measure for the patient’s baseline severity may reduce the number of parameters to be estimated, for
example, in the form of propensity scores or prognostic scores [21, 22]. We used penalized likelihood
estimation, more specifically the Firth correction to overcome fitting problems. In this context random
effects models are often used which help to reduce the effective model dimension when allowing for
differential effects of patient characteristics across centers [1,10]. However, it has been repeatedly shown
that the power for detecting outlying center performance is much lower when using normal random
center effects compared with Firth-corrected fixed effects [7, 23]. In future work, it may be of interest to
investigate whether more general regularization methods bring a solution.

© 2015 The Authors. Statistics in Medicine published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd. Statist. Med. 2016, 35 227–238
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